NISSAN INTELLIGENT REAR VIEW MIRROR

The 2018 Nissan Armada Platinum has a distinction: It’s the first full-size SUV with a special rear view mirror that can help the driver “see around” tall passengers, or even those pesky balloons you promised to bring to the birthday party.

A high-performance rear-facing camera provides drivers with a clear, unimpeded rear view.

Did you know?
Camera is under glass that’s swept clean by the wiper, for a less obstructed rear view.

Drivers can switch with ease between Intelligent and traditional mirror functions. The expanded view provided by Intelligent Rear View Mirror increases driver comfort (and confidence) in a variety of conditions.

---

1 Intelligent Rear View Mirror is not a substitute for proper vehicle operation. It cannot detect every object and does not eliminate blind spots or warn of moving objects. Always check surroundings and turn to look behind before moving vehicle.